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In  the two  earlier papers  of  this  series  we  have  described  first,  a
strain of encephalitogenic  virus, probably  of herpes nature, obtained
from a  specimen  of  cerebrospinal  fluid,'  and  second,  a  strain of un-
doubted  herpes  virus characterized  by unusual power  to  excite  en-
cephalitis in the  rabbit.2 These two strains  of  virus seem not to be
exceeded,  if indeed they are equalled, in their potency  by any strains
of similar virus derived  from  cases  of epidemic  encephalitis.
Besides the two highly virulent strains we have studied other strains
of the herpes virus possessing much less power to induce  encephalitis
in  the  rabbit.  These  milder  strains  are  distinguished  from  the
stronger by the tendency to confined local action.  Thus they provoke,
according  to the manner of inoculation, keratoconjunctivitis, vesicular
dermatitis,  or even  encephalitis; but when  the implantation  is  made
into the eye or  the skin the local inflammations  induced  usually run
their  course  to  recovery,  with  a  subsequent  refractory  or  immune
stage, without implicating  conspicuously  the central  nervous system.
Aside  from the difference  in intensity of pathogenic  effects,  the mild
strains  exhibit  all  the other  properties  of the highly virulent strains
of virus  of this  class: they are glycerol-resistant,  filterable,  and non-
cultivable  on  artificial  media.  In  one other  respect  the strong and
weak strains show a difference; namely, in the length of time in which
they resist  glycerolation.  The strong  resist longer  than  the  weaker
strains.
That strains of herpes virus of varying intensities of action on the
'Flexner,  S., and Amoss, H. L., J. Exp. Med., 1925, xli,  215.
2  Flexner, S., and Amoss, H. L., J. Exp. Med., 1925, xli, 233.
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rabbit exist has previously been noted although  special  consideration
has not been given the subject.  And yet it is one of major importance
since gradation of pathogenic  effect is a feature which has come to be
emphasized  in  regard  to  the  so  called  encephalitis  strains  of  virus.
The  sharper identification  of the herpes  with  the encephalitis  virus,
which  we  believe  can  be  made,  demands  more  exact  study  of  the
varieties  of herpes virus.
We readily secured  a convenient number  of strains  of herpes virus
from persons  suffering  from labial  herpes.  We studied  these  strains
with care  and were thus able to select several displaying mild action
in  the  rabbit.  There  follows  a  somewhat  detailed  description  of
three examples of this group, representative  of a larger number which
we obtained.
Mild Strain A.
The female (S.) yielding this virus is subject to labial herpes.  A first inoculation
was made in June,  1922, with the dear vesicular contents suspended in salt solu-
tion.  The  sterile  fluid  (for ordinary  bacteria)  was injected  intracranially3 into
a rabbit and induced the characteristic symptoms of virus encephalitis consisting
of fever, salivation, gnashing,  and convulsions.  Death followed  on the 4th day.
A second rabbit inoculated with the sterile brain of the first also developed typical
symptoms and, in addition,  executed  rhythmical movements  in course of which
the head  was extended,  the fore feet  raised,  and the body erected.  After the re-
turn to normal position these movements  were repeated.  Death occurred on the
7th day.  A glycerolatedspecimen  of the brain was characteristically  active  after
an interval of 8 months.
The histological  appearances  in the brain tissues of the inoculated rabbit were
characteristic of virus encephalitis.
This strain of virus has therefore  been shown to produce regularly,
upon intracranial  inoculation,  fatal  virus  encephalitis  in the  rabbit.
The real determination  of the degree of its activity is not revealed by
this mode  of inoculation  but  is disclosed  by implantation  upon  the
cornea  and the skin.
Corneal, Skin, and Nasal Inoculation.-In Feb.,  1923,  three rabbits received
fresh virus (brain) upon the cocainized and scarified cornea.  One rabbit developed
typical  keratoconjunctivitis,  showed  no  general  symptoms  whatever,  and  re-
covered.  The second rabbit showed local inflammatory  and mild general symp-
8  A1l  intracranial inoculations were made under ether anesthesia.
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toms, and likewise recovered.  The third rabbit, on the other hand, developed the
local symptoms  and in addition severe  general,  encephalitic symptoms  and suc-
cumbed on the 8th day after inoculation.
On  the same day as  the above  and  with  the  same  virus  three  rabbits  were
inoculated on  the  shaved,  scarified  skin.  Vesicular  inflammation  followed  by
recovery without general symptoms ensued in all.
One  rabbit  received  a cotton  nasal plug  charged  with  the fresh  virus which
remained in the naris for 12 hours.  General symptoms consisting of fever, tremor,
and urine retention, terminating in recovery, followed.
The  above  experiments,  which  are  illustrative  merely  of  a  larger
number  made  with  the  S.  virus,  show  conclusively  that  the  strain
is relatively of mild virulence.  The degree of intensity--or activity-
of the strain is  such that when introduced  directly into  the brain  a
severe, usually fatal  encephalitis ensues,  but that when implanted on
surface structures, in spite of local multiplication,  the quantity of the
virus  which  at  times  penetrates  the  central  nervous  organs  is  too
small  to  do  more  than  set  up a fleeting  encephalitis.  Hence  beside
the grade of virulence the size of the inoculum, or dosage of the virus,
plays a conspicuous part in the result.
The S.  virus is glycerol-resistant  but in duration of survival  in this
chemical  is  not  indefinite.  In  this  feature,  also,  it  behaves  in the
manner  of  a  weak  virus.  The  period  of  survival  covers  several
months  but is less,  perhaps  considerably  less than  18  months  in  50
per cent glycerol,  kept  constantly at  +40C.
Mild Strain B.
The  male  (E.  S.)  supplying  this strain  of  virus  suffers  frequently
from labial herpes.  The strain was obtained in the usual manner  by
injecting intracranially  into a rabbit  the diluted, sterile,  clear vesicu-
lar  contents.  The  brain,  also  sterile,  of  this  rabbit,  which  suc-
cumbed to virus encephalitis, was used for further inoculation into the
brain,  cornea,  and  skin of  other rabbits.  All  the intracranial  injec-
tions were  followed  by the usual  train of  symptoms  and  resulted  in
death.  The  histological  lesions  present  in  the  brain  tissues  were
characteristic  of virus  encephalitis.
The  corneal  and skin inoculations  also  were  typical,  consisting  of
keratoconjunctivitis  in the one and  vesicular  dermatitis in  the other
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case.  General  symptoms  either  did  not  ensue  from  the  superficial
inoculations,  or when  they appeared were of mild degree.  Recovery
of the animals was the rule.
The  inoculation  by  means  of  the  nasal  plug  also  invoked  mild
general  symptoms  followed  by  recovery.
Mild  Strain  B  resembles  Mild Strain  A  in being glycerol-resistant
for a period of several but not of 18 months duration.
Mild Strain C.
This strain of virus was obtained in the usual way from the vesicle
of a fresh labial herpes of a patient (D.) in the Hospital of The Rocke-
feller Institute.  The original intracranially injected  rabbit developed
the typical  symptoms  and  succumbed  on  the  4th  day.  The  brain
tissue (sterile  for ordinary  bacteria)  was employed  in the fresh  state
and after glycerolation  for the inoculation  of other rabbits by way of
the  brain,  cornea,  and  kin.  Both  the  fresh  and  the  glycerolated
virus  (up  to  7 months  preservation)  were  effective  by  intracranial
injection.  The  fresh  virus  (brain)  was  irregularly  effective  when
introduced  into  the  cocainized  and  scarified  cornea.  The  rabbits
inoculated  in  this way either  escaped  infection altogether  or reacted
with  a  fleeting  keratoconjunctivitis.  Inoculation  of  the  skin  with
fresh  virus  yielded  equally  inconstant  results.  A  severe  vesicular
dermatitis  never followed.  The nasal  inoculation  gave  a more  pro-
nounced  result;  general  symptoms  arose  which,  however,  quickly
abated.  In no  instance  except  after  direct  intracranial  inoculation
did death follow.
Strain  C has proved even less glycerol-resistant  than either  Strain
A or B.
In  the  strains  named  A,  B,  and  C  we  have  examples  of  herpes
virus of mild  degree of  activity or virulence  for  rabbits.  It appears
that Strains A and B  are of  about equal  potency while  Strain  C  is of
exceptionally  low  effectiveness.  All  are  active  by  intracranial  in-
jection;  hence  according  to  a restricted  point  of view may  be  con-
sidered as neurotropic.  On the other hand,  as  tested by superficial
inoculation into the cornea  or skin they show very little  or  even no
tendency  (Strain  C)  to involve  the  central  nervous  organs  in  the
pathological process induced.  In view of the slight power of infection
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shown by Strain C it is doubtful whether it could have been  isolated
by  direct  corneal  implantation.  This  is  a not  unimportant  point,
especially in respect  to the  so called carriers of the  herpes virus.  In
testing the buccal  secretions of man for indications of the presence of
the virus  anomalous  reactions  have  been obtained  which  have  been
variously interpreted.  They consist  of  a fleeting keratoconjunctivitis
which may at one time and not at another be of specific herpetic origin.
Trauma and mouth bacteria play parts.  The latter give rise to effects
which may be termed pseudoreactions.  The distinction  of one from
the other depends on transmission  in series and the appearance,  in the
recovered animals, of a refractory or immune phase.  This distinction
has not always been made.  In  the case  of mild strains such as our
Strain C it is in this way only that a decision can  be reached.
We have tested a number of strains of herpes and allied viruses after
long  glycerolation  and  ascertained  that the stronger examples  with-
stand immersion in  50 per cent glycerol  at +40C. for a period  of  18
months  or  longer.  The  weaker  strains  may  cease  to  be  effective
after 2 or 3 months or may endure 8 or 9 months.  The test of survival
should be made by intracranial  inoculation  since a glycerolated virus
may fail to infect the cornea and yet be capable of infecting the brain.
According  to  this means  of differentiation  we  should place  Levaditi
Strain C with the strong and Doerr Basel strain with the weak strains
of herpes or allied virus.
Carriers  of Herpes Virus.
Opinion is still divided as to the readiness with which the presence
of  herpes  virus  may  be  detected  in  the  buccal  secretions.  Doerr4
and Schnabel5 have each reported finding such a virus in one instance.
Levaditi, ° on the other hand,  has made the statement that an  atten-
uated  herpes  virus  may be  demonstrated  in  80 per cent  of  persons
examined.  In  view  of  the  contrary  experience  of other  competent
investigators it is probable that Levaditi did not distinguish accurately
4Doerr, R., and Schnabel, A., Schweiz. med. Woch., 1921, ii,  562.
5  Schnabel, A., Klin. Wock.,  1922, i,  1685.
e  Levaditi,  C., Harvier, P., and Nicolau, S., Compt. rend. Soc. biol., 1921,  lxxxiv,
817.
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between  the  true  and  the  pseudoreactions  of  the  cornea  to which
reference  has been made.
In  this  connection  it is  important  to recall  that  Strauss  and  his
associates7 believed  that they had  discovered  the virus  of  epidemic
encephalitis  in  the nasal and  buccal  washings  of a  high  percentage
of the patients studied.  There is little doubt now that the discrepancy
in their findings arose in part, at least, from the unsuitableness of the
rabbits which they employed for inoculation.  That a high percentage
of  domestic  rabbits  show  evidences  of  preinoculation  encephalitis
is now an accepted  fact.s There is, indeed,  remarkable  conformity
between  the  percentage  figures  of  the  so  called  spontaneous  en-
cephalitis  of  the rabbit  and of the  experimental  results  reported  by
Strauss."
Our  experience  indicates  that it is  highly  unusual  to  detect,  by
rabbit  experiment,  herpes  virus  in the  buccal  secretions  of  healthy
persons.  Indeed,  we have not obtained  a single unequivocal  result
after many  trials.
We  turned  our  attention,  therefore,  to  the  buccal  secretions  of
individuals  suffering at the time from  recent  labial  herpes and  were
surprised  to find that even under  these very favorable  conditions the
isolation  of  a strain  of herpes virus  from  the saliva  is accomplished
exceptionally  and with  difficulty.
The method we have  employed  is as follows:  The mouth  is rinsed
and the teeth brushed in order to remove food  particles.  The  tongue
is  then  passed  vigorously  over  the  buccal  surfaces  and lips.  The
secretions are collected, diluted with normal salt solution, shaken with
glass  beads,  and inoculated  into the  cocainized  and  scarified  cornea
of the rabbit.
Test 1.-H. F., 2 as is shown in a previous paper, is subject  to  recurrent  labial
herpes from the vesicles of which a highly virulent strain of herpes virus has been
obtained.  This individual was tested in the interval between  attacks and at the
time of an attack.  Inoculations were made into the cornea of two rabbits at each
period.  No definite effects followed.
7  Strauss, I., Hirshfeld, S., and Loewe, L., New York Med. J., 1919, cix, 772.
8 McCartney, J. E., J. Exp. Med., 1924, xxxix, 51.
9  Flexner, S., J. Am. Med. Assn., 1923, lxxxi,  1688, 1785.
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Test 2.-E.  S., as shown earlier in this paper, yielded a mild herpes virus (Strain
B).  Four separate attempts, all failures, were made to isolate the strain from the
buccal secretions.  The secretions were taken between attacks and on the 3rd and
7th days of the attack.  Of the eight rabbits inoculated, one only developed a sup-
purative  keratoconjunctivitis.  Attempt  to  transfer  infection  from  this  animal
to a second rabbit  was  unsuccessful.  The  inflammation  in  the  eye  of  the  one
rabbit was interpreted as being of the nature of a pseudoreaction.
Test 3.-Buccal  secretions,  treated  as  above  described,  were  taken  during an
attack  from  an  individual  subject  to  extensive,  recurrent  labial  herpes.  Four
rabbits were inoculated,  two on the 2nd and two on the 7th day, of the eruption.
A pseudoreaction  which  subsided in 48 hours  was  obtained  in one  animal;  the
others remained free of all obvious effects.
Test 4.-This test was regarded as a severe one.  The patient in the Hospital of
The Rockefeller  Institute suffered  from an extensive  herpetic eruption  involving
the  entire  buccal  and  nasal  orifices.  Four  separate  inoculations  were  made
with the buccal  secretions  as follows:  Four rabbits were inoculated  at  the onset
of the eruption,  two rabbits on the 7th day, two on the 18th day, and two on the
32nd day with the following results.  Of the two 7th day animals, one did not react
and the other gave a pseudoreaction;  of the two  18th day rabbits,  one  did  not
react and the other showed profuse suppuration  which was transferable in a second
series inoculation.  No general symptoms followed and no immunity was induced.
Hence it also was of the nature of a pseudoreaction.  Of the 32nd day rabbits, one
also yielded a pseudoreaction and the other no reaction whatever.
These several unsuccessful  efforts  to detect the herpes virus in  the
buccal  secretions under essentially favorable conditions of experiment
are,  apparently,  significant.  It  must, we  think, be assumed that  the
virus, in some quantity, was present in the buccal  secretions although
not  in  a  state  in  which  our  experiments  could  reveal  it.  That,
however, detection is sometimes possible is shown by the next test.
Test 5.-The subject  (K.) presented marked labial herpes of 48hours duration.
The buccal secretions prepared as described were in  this instance passed through
a Berkefeld  filter V.  On  Oct.  25,  1923,  0.35 cc. of the filtrate was  injected intra-
cranially  into two rabbits of which one first showed signs of virus encephalitis  on
Nov. 14.  The symptoms were typical and included fever, salivation, urine reten-
tion, and later convulsions.  Death occurred  on Nov. 15.  Thehistologicallesions
of the brain  were characteristic.  With the brain of this animal a series of rabbits
was  inoculated  successfully  into the brain  and  cornea.
Since this constituted the single instance in which a strain of herpes
virus was obtained from the buccal  secretions, it seemed desirable to
establish beyond doubt that the infection induced was of virus nature.
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With this point in mind we proceeded as follows:  A brain specimen of the K.
virus which had been preserved in glycerol at + 40C. for 21 months was suspended
in normal salt solution, proven to be sterile for ordinary bacteria, and inoculated
intracranially  into a rabbit  on  Sept.  3,  1924.  The  first  symptoms of virus  en-
cephalitis appeared on the 5th and death took place on the 11th day.  The symp-
toms were characteristic:  temperature  106.2°F., tremor, salivation, head turnings,
etc.  With the fresh  brain (virus) of this animal two rabbits were inoculated  into
the cocainized  and scarified  cornea on Sept.  14.  Both  developed  typical  virus
keratoconjunctivitis,  followed  by  encephalitis  and  death.  The  microscopic
changes in the central nervous system were typical of virus encephalitis.
From  the  above  series  of  tests  it  may  be  concluded  that  the
detection  of  the  true  herpes  virus  in the buccal  secretions  in  man
is accomplished  not  with ease and  frequency but with difficulty  and
rarely.  Although no general conclusion can be drawn from the single
successful  instance of  the isolation  of a strain  of  the virus  we have
described,  it  seems  probable  that  detection  may  be  more  readily
achieved  by the  method  of intracranial  rather  than  that  of  intra-
comeal inoculation  of the rabbit.
Cerebrospinal  Fluid and the Herpes Virus.
Interest  centers in  the cerebrospinal  fluid  of man as  a location  in
which  the herpes  or  an allied virus may  reside.  There  is no longer
doubt that the cerebrospinal fluid has at times yielded such a virus on
inoculation  into  rabbits.  The  actual  number  of  instances  in which
unequivocal virus infection of the rabbit has been secured  in this way
is  probably  not  large,9 and  yet  the  fact  itself is  seemingly  estab-
lished  beyond  peradventure.  The  instance of  the  J. B.  virus'  may
be cited again as proof of this deduction.
It has been common experience to find that while the first or original
transmission  of  a virus  from  the  cerebrospinal  fluid  of man  to  the
rabbit is  accomplished  with  difficulty  the  subsequent  implantations
are very easily carried out.  Because of this fact it may be concluded
that many if not  most strains  of  virus  present  in  the  fluid  remain
undetected.  This  possibility,  moreover,  is  rather  enforced  by  the
difficulties,  as  described  above,  attending  the  demonstration  of  the
virus in the buccal secretions in instances of labial herpes in man.
No  one has undertaken,  up  to the present,  to  secure light on  the
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subject  of  the  distribution  of  the  herpes  virus  by  a  study  of  the
relation of the virus to the cerebrospinal fluid of infected rabbits.  We
have therefore  endeavored,  as the  experiments  to follow indicate,  to
supply that lack.
Before recording the experiments  themselves it may be desirable to
review  briefly  the pathology  of  experimental  virus  encephalitis.  It
will  be  recalled  that  virus  encephalitis  may  be  induced  first,  by
direct intracranial  injection,  and second,  by  extracranial  inoculation
of the herpes virus in the rabbit.  Now it happens that  the  lesions
present in the brain and resulting from  the two modes of inoculation
differ, as regards our present inquiry, in an important  way.
The injection of the virus (as contained  in  the brain tissues  of the
the rabbit) intracranially gives rise to a meningoencephalitis  of vary-
ing severity  according  as  the introduced  virus  is in strong  or weak
concentration and is accompanied  by much or little positively  chemo-
tactic  material.  Thus  an injection  of a  brain  suspension  evokes  a
severer meningoencephalitis  than an injection of a Berkefeld  filtrate
of the same suspension.  The difference in the degree of inflammatory
response  is  attributed  to  the  concentration  of  the  virus  and  the
quantity of tissue constituents present in the two fluids.
The extracranial inoculation of the virus, no matter how performed,
leads also  to an encephalitis,  which may be severe, but usually  to an
accompanying meningitis  which  is inconspicuous.  When  the virus  is
introduced into the skin or eye, probably  also when injected into one
of the viscera (testicle), it ascends to the interior of the central nervous
organs by way  of the nerve  fiber connections.  Hence  in opposition
to  the  effects  of  direct  intracranial  injection,  the  process  from  the
beginning is intra- not extramedullary.  While in the one instance the
virus multiplies in both the meninges  and  the nervous tissues, in the
other the growth  takes place in the nervous substance without neces-
sarily coming into direct contact with the meninges at all.
Because  of these differences  in site of multiplication  of the virus in
the central nervous organs we find the lesions  either more parenchy-
matous or more  meningeal.  And likewise  because  of the differences
we find  on experiment  that the virus either does or does not tend to
escape into the cerebrospinal  fluid in the encephalitic  rabbit where it
may rarely  be  detected  by intracranial  inoculation  of  other  rabbits.
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With the salient points of the pathology  of virus encephalitis in the
rabbit  as  here  sketched  in  mind  we  should  expect  to  discover  the
virus most readily in the cerebrospinal  fluid of animals injected intra-
cranially with suspensions  of brain  tissue (virus), next most readily in
the fluid of animals having received  Berkefeld filtrates  intracranially,
and least  readily  in  the fluid  of  animals having  been  inoculated  by
extracranial methods.  The experimental  tests do indeed bear out this
predictable  result.
The method employed was to inoculate rabbits with virulent strains
of herpes  or allied  virus by the several  extracranial  routes-cornea,
skin, blood,  testes-usually  employed,  and  by the intracranial  route
with  suspensions  and  Berkefeld  filtrates  of  the  same  virus.  When
symptoms  of virus  encephalitis  became  unmistakable,  cerebrospinal
fluid was withdrawn  from  the lateral ventricle  for intracranial  injec-
tion in  healthy  rabbits.  A  sufficient  quantity of  the  fluid  for  this
purpose could usually be obtained in a merely turbid state or, at most,
slightly tinged with blood.  The clearer fluids showed positive globulin
by the Noguchi test,  and excess  of lymphocytes  most marked in the
instances of  intracranial  inoculation.
The lateral ventricle of the etherized rabbit is entered, after suitable
experience,  without difficulty by passing hypodermic  needles  through
the thin plate of the temporal bone in a slanting direction best learned
by practise on  dead animals.  The fluid drops slowly from  the blunt
end of the needle into a sterile test-tube.  Usually about 0.4  to 0.8 cc.
is collected.  The suspension  of the  animal by the hind legs increases
the  flow of  fluid.
The  strains  of  virus  employed  included  J.  B.,  H.  F.,  Levaditi,
Goodpasture,  S., and K.  The usual practise was to inject two rabbits
with  the  cerebrospinal  fluid  for  each  rabbit  inoculated  extra- or
intracranially  with  the several  specimens  of virus  for  this particular
group of  experiments.  The  result  was  that  the number  of animals
which  received  intracranial  injections  of  the  modified  cerebrospinal
fluid  taken  from  rabbits  with  virus  encephalitis  was  large  and  ap-
proached  50.  On  the other  hand,  the instances  in  which  infection
followed the injection of the fluid was proportionately  small, number-
ing in  all eight.  As will appear,  of  the  two rabbits  injected  intra-
cranially with a given sample of cerebrospinal fluid one only may show
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definite symptoms of virus encephalitis.  The other animal sometimes
developed no symptoms whatever  or presented  signs which might be
regarded  as  betokening  an  abortive  infection.  All  the  doubtful
animals were tested after periods of  2  or more months for immunity
but without  discovering any indication of its existence.
Experiments.
Test 1.-Corneal inoculation of Mild Strain A, followed by keratoconjunctivitis,
fever,  salivation,  gnashing,  convulsions,  and paralysis.  The  cerebrospinal  fluid
withdrawn  at the height  of the  encephalitis  was injected  intracranially  into  a
second  rabbit.  On  the  6th  day rectal  temperature  of  1050F.,  9th  day  1080F.
Other typical symptoms of virus encephalitis appeared and the animal died on the
10th day.  The sterile brain  showed characteristic  histological lesions.
Test 2.-Corneal inoculation  of J. B.  virus.  Two rabbits given  each  0.35  cc.
turbid cerebrospinal fluid withdrawn on the 7th day when symptoms of encephali-
tis were marked.  One animal showed indefinite signs, recovered, and subsequently
succumbed  to an immunity  test.  The other showed  symptoms  on the 5th day
which gradually intensified, became typical of virus encephalitis,  and led to death
on the 9th day.  The lesions in the brain were characteristic.
In describing these two successful instances of infection secured with
the  cerebrospinal  fluid  of rabbits inoculated  by  extracranial  routes,
the fact should be  recorded  that they stand alone  among this group
of inoculations,  involving about 40 rabbits, and including, besides, the
corneal  infections  which  predominated  instances  of intravenous,  tes-
ticular,  and skin inoculation.
Test 3.-Intracranial inoculation of Berkefeld filtrate of H. F. strain.  When the
symptoms were  severe  the cerebrospinal  fluid was withdrawn  and 0.3  cc. was in-
jected  into a second  rabbit.  Typical  symptoms  of virus  encephalitis  appeared
followed by death on the 9th day.
Test 4.-Two rabbits were given intracranial injections of Berkefeld filtrates of
J. B. virus.  Both developed symptoms on the 4th day  and died  on  the 10th  and
11th  day.  Cerebrospinal fluid was withdrawn  from both on the 8th day and  in-
jected into four rabbits of which one showed symptoms of virus encephalitis on the
6th and died on the 9th day.
Test  .-Intracranial inoculation of suspension of J. B. virus.  Typical symptoms
appeared  on  the 5th day and cerebrospinal fluid was drawn on  the 7th day and
injected into two rabbits intracranially in doses of 0.25 cc.  In this instance both
of the animals given  the cerebrospinal  fluid developed virus encephalitis and suc-
cumbed on the 9th and 12th days respectively.
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A critical inspection of the effects of the intracranial  injection of the
cerebrospinal fluid taken at the height of a virus encephalitis in rabbits
brings  out several  important  facts.  Perhaps the most important  of
these facts is that as in poliomyelitis  the herpes virus shows a strong
affinity  for the parenchyma  of  the central  nervous  system and  tends
not  to  find  its  way  readily  in  any  considerable  quantity  into  the
cerebrospinal  fluid; or if it does find its way there the passage of  the
fluid into  the  blood  continually  drains it  away.  Probably  the first
supposition  is the  correct one,  in which  event  it  appears  that  the
cellular infiltrative process  so commonly present in the cerebral men-
inges in rabbits is  ascribable  not to  the action of  the virus of herpes
but rather  to an adventitious process.
The  second  point  which  emerges  is that  it is only when  a  strong
inflammatory  reaction is excited in the meninges,  as by the injection
of  suspended  brain  tissue  carrying  the virus,  that the  virus  can be
regularly  detected  in the cerebrospinal  fluid.  The  milder meningeal
inflammation  induced  by Berkefeld  filtered  brain  suspension appears
not to favor the growth of the virus in contact with  the cerebrospinal
fluid.
The analogy  between poliomyelitis  and virus  encephalitis  is quite
complete  in  so  far  as  in  both  conditions  the  cerebrospinal  fluid  is
altered  chemically  and  morphologically.  Unless  suspended  tissues
carrying  the virus  of poliomyelitis are used to produce infection by in-
tracranial  injection,  the virus  of  that  disease  never  appears  in  a
demonstrable  fonn  in  the  fluid;  in  virus  encephalitis  it  does  very
exceptionally  appear  after  corneal  inoculation,  not after  other kinds
of  extracranial  inoculation, and commonly only after  the intracranial
injection  of suspended  brain  tissue  carrying  the virus.
Relation of Virus to  Urine.
The manner of elimination  of the herpes virus from the interior  of
the  body is unknown.  Until  recently the fact that the virus receives
at times  a general  distribution  in  man  was  unsuspected.  It  is  its
occasional presence in  a  demonstrable  form in  the  cerebrospinal  fluid
which  has brought out this interesting finding.  There  is no evidence
at hand  to  indicate  that  the herpes  virus acts  injuriously upon  the
nervous  system  of  man  in  a  way  comparable  with  its  deleterious
effects  in  rabbits.
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Although no search seems to have been made for the herpes virus in
the urine  in man  it  appears  that  it  does  escape  into  the  urine  in
infected  rabbits.  We have  made a number of  tests of  the urine  of
rabbits  showing  conspicuous  symptoms  of  virus  encephalitis.  As
these animals usually retain the urine it is a simple matter to withdraw
the fluid by catheterization  in a sterile or practically sterile condition
from  the  distended  bladder.  Although  we  believe  that  we  have
detected  the  virus in  the urine in  several  rabbits,  a  single  series  of
protocols  will be presented  in this place  as indicating  its undoubted
presence  there in one instance.
Jan. 22,  1923.  0.25 cc. of the turbid, sterile urine taken from a rabbit suffering
with  J. B.  virus  encephalitis  was  injected  intracranially  into  a  second animal
(Rabbit B).  Jan. 25.  Morning:  temperature  106.4DF.; retention of urine.  After-
noon:  tremor;  head turning to side  of inoculation.  Death next day.  The brain
was sterile for ordinary bacteria.
Jan.  26.  Intracranial  injection of  0.2  cc.  of  suspension  of brain  of previous
rabbit.  Fever (106.60F.),  salivation, gnashing, tremor, and convulsions  followed.
Death occurred on the 6th day.
Apr.  17.  A glycerolated specimen of the brain of Rabbit B, 3 months old, was
injected  intracranially  into  a rabbit.  Typical  symptoms  of  virus  encephalitis
followed by death on the 4th day resulted.
Apr. 21.  With the fresh brain of  the preceding  animal a corneal  inoculation
was  carried  out.  Keratoconjunctivitis,  general  symptoms, and death  followed.
At the same time an intracranial injection was made  with the same suspension  lead-
ing to  symptoms of virus encephalitis  and  death on  the  7th day.  Finally, a skin
inoculation was  also  made from  which  vesicular dermatitis,  followed  by general
symptoms  and death, resulted.
After a lapse of  19 months,  the glycerolated  specimen of the brain of Rabbit B
was found still effective.
Sept. 14,  1924.  Each of two rabbits  received intracranially  0.35 cc. of a sus-
pension  of the glycerolated brain of Rabbit B.  Both developed typical symptoms
of virus encephalitis, and both succumbed on the 8th day.
With  the  fresh  brain  (virus)  of  these  rabbits  two  corneal  inoculations  were
carried out on Sept.  24.  Typical  keratoconjunctivitis  arose in  both animals  fol-
lowed  by symptoms  of  virus encephalitis,  including  turning  (circus)  movements
and ending in death on the 8th and 9th days respectively.
Although no necessary analogy may exist between the way in which
the herpes virus,  once it becomes  distributed  throughout  the body  in
man,  may  be  eliminated,  the  preceding  set  of  experiments  shows
that in the rabbit, at least,  escape  from  the  kidney into  the  urine  is
sometimes accomplished.
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Lacrimation.
Among  the common  symptoms  of  virus encephalitis  in the rabbit
salivation  occupies  a high place  in respect  to frequency.  That this
symptom is of central nervous origin may be taken for granted.  The
stimulation  of  the  centers  governing  the  activity  of  the  lacrimal
glands seems  to be far less frequent-a  fact explainable probably  on
the basis of virus localization.  On this account it seems worth while
to record an instance in which  excessive  lacrimation was observed.
Feb.  8, 1923.  A rabbit  received  an intracranial  injection  of a suspension  of
glycerolated H. F. virus.  On the 3rd day fever  (105.4°F.), salivation, and back-
ward movements were already present.  On the 4th day, in addition to the ordinary
and  advancing  symptoms,  profuse  lacrimation  occurred:  the  tears  were  noted
to be secreted  constantly  so  as  to  run  over  the  cheeks  of  the  animal.  Death
occurred the next day.
Levaditi, Doerr, and Goodpasture Strains.
We  have had, also, the opportunity to study the Levaditi Strain C
and  the Doerr Strain III, derived from  cases of  encephalitis  in man,
and the Goodpasture  Strain M, taken from  a labial herpetic eruption.
The  greater  interest perhaps  attaches  to  the  Levaditi  and  Doerr
strains because the circumstances of their origin are supposed to make
them peculiarly neurotropic.  The Goodpasture Strain M  is regarded
also as highly neurotropic.
Levaditi  Virus.-A  glycerolated  sample  was  kindly  sent  us  by
Dr. Levaditi  and was readily  transmitted  to  rabbits by intracranial
injection.  Later  inoculations  of the  virus  (fresh brain)  were  made
intravenously,  into the  testicle, and into the cornea,  nares, and skin.
The results  of  the considerable  number  of inoculations made  in  this
manner may be  summarized  as follows:
The  intracranial  injections  induce  uniformly  fatal  virus  en-
cephalitis.  The  intravenous,  testicular,  nasal,  corneal,  and  skin
inoculations  give, on the other hand, irregular results since beside  the
local  effects,  certain  animals  develop  the  symptoms  of  virus  en-
cephalitis  and  succumb,  while  others, after  a corresponding  train of
symptoms, recover and are immune to subsequent inoculation.  A few
illustrative protocols  may be given.
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Intratesticular  Inoculalion.-Dec.  11,  1923.  1 cc. of a 10 per cent suspension of
fresh brain (virus) into each  testicle.  The testicles first became swollen  and then
returned  to  normal  size.  Dec.  20.  Fever,  salivation, tremor, urine  retention.
Dec.  29.  Symptoms  increased.  Animal  runs  about  wildly  in circles.  Jan.  3.
Quiet,  eating.  Complete  ultimate  recovery.  Mar. 20.  Tested by intracranial
inoculation of fresh Levaditi virus.  No reaction.
Dec.  11.  Nasal plug  carrying  the  fresh virus  inserted and allowed  to remain
overnight.  Dec. 22.  Symptoms of virus encephalitis,  including circling to inocu-
lation side.  Symptoms gradually abated.  Recovery complete.  Immune.
The corneal and skin inoculations gave similar results.  About half
of the  animals developing virus  encephalitis  succumbed  and the rest
recovered.
A sample of Levaditi virus glycerolated for 7 months was injected intracranially
into a rabbit on Sept. 3, 1924.  Typical  effects arose  and death  occurred  on  the
9th day.  With the fresh brain of this animal two rabbits received corneal inocu-
lations on  Sept. 12.  Both developed keratoconjunctivitis  and symptoms  of virus
encephalitis.  One died on Sept. 23 and the other recovered.
Doerr Virus.-Reference  has  been  made  to  this  strain  as  one  of
attenuated  virulence.2 While  the  strain  is potent  by  intracranial
injection it acts less certainly by the corneal and other external forms
of inoculation.  Two glycerolated  samples of the virus (brain) received
and revived  by us,  one  preserved  7 months  and  the  other  1 year,
were  available  for  inoculation  intracerebrally.  Neither  inoculation
gave  rise  to any symptoms; and it was  found impossible  to  recover
the living virus.
The  interest  attaching  to  the  foregoing  protocols  arises  from  the
fact that although the Levaditi and Doerr virus strains  are stated to
have been derived  from  cases of epidemic  encephalitis,  they  actually
possess  only  moderate  neurotropic properties as tested on the rabbit.
Of  the  two  the  Levaditi  virus  appears  intermediately,  numerically
considered,  between the high and low herpes strains, while the Doerr
virus should be ranked definitely with the mild strains.
Goodpasture Virus.-Strain M  is a  true herpes  strain of high viru-
lence  and  with  conspicuous  neurotropic  properties.  It has  interest
as a rival  of the  H.  F.  strain  in  the  latter capacity.  The  original
glycerolated  material  kindly  sent  us  by  Dr.  Goodpasture  induced
severe  keratoconjunctivitis  in two  rabbits  attended  by symptoms of
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virus encephalitis to which one animal succumbed and from which the
other recovered.  A direct transfer of the brain virus to the cornea of
another  rabbit  induced  a  severe  keratoconjunctivitis  followed  by
mild general symptoms and recovery.
In the autumn of  1924 a restudy of  this M strain was carried out.
A  glycerolated sample  7 months old  was injected  intracranially.  The  rabbit
developed symptoms  of virus encephalitis  on  the 4th day and succumbed  on  the
9th day.  With the fresh brain of this animal one rabbit was given corneal and  two
rabbits were given skin  inoculations.  The first  developed typical, severekerato-
conjunctivitis and mild general symptoms, and recovered.  The two animals inocu-
lated upon the shaved and scarified skin showed vesicular dermatitis followed by
characteristic signs of virus encephalitis and terminating in death, one on the 12th
and the other on the 16th day.
In  our  hands,  therefore,  the  Goodpasture  Strain  M  herpes  virus
has  proven  to  be of  high  but not  of  maximal  virulence.  While  it
regularly  induces  local  inflammatory  effects  it has shown  itself less
constantly neurotropic and fatal than the H. F. strain.
Serum Neutralization.
One class  of immunity reactions  arises  so regularly  as to admit of
no doubt that the herpes  and allied viruses  are  capable  of  inducing
the  active  immune  state.  Rabbits  which  have  acquired  the  virus
infection  in any degree and  recovered are refractory  to a subsequent
inoculation  of  the virus, no matter how applied.
Opinion  is,  however,  divided  as  to the power  of the  serum  of  the
blood to neutralize in vitro the viruses under consideration.  We have
paid  some  attention  to  this  subject  and  found  that  the  serum  of
actively  immune  rabbits  does indeed  neutralize  the viruses  indiffer-
ently; that is, just as there is cross active immunity among the several
virus strains  so is there a cross serum neutralization.
In  carrying  out  the  neutralization  experiments  it  is  essential
to  preserve  quantitative  relationship  between  the  virus  and  the
immune serum.  In this respect  analogy is discovered  with the virus
of poliomyelitis  and the serum  of the  animals which have  recovered
from poliomyelitic  infections  Probably the  confused  state  of  the
10 Flexner, S., and Lewis,  P. A., J. Am. Med. Assn.,  1910, liv, 1780.
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subject  of serum  neutralization  of  the  herpes  virus  arises  from  the
failure to observe the quantitative factors as well as the use of human
serum which chances to behave in a very capricious manner.
The  method  which  we  have  followed  with  rabbits  is  as  follows:
Animals which have passed  successfully  through  an infection  by way
of the  cornea,  skin, testicle,  or nares are  tested for  active immunity
by an intracranial  injection  of fresh  virus.  Those withstanding  this
test are bled for serum from 2 to 6 months after the initial inoculation.
The serum separated  from  the blood clot is inactivated  at 560C.
The sample of virus to be neutralized  is prepared from fresh brain
which  is made up into a 5 per cent suspension, shaken, centrifuged at
half speed,  and  the  supernatant  fluid  passed  through  three  thick-
nesses of sterile  filter paper.  It  was found by experiment that 0.025
cc. of the filtrate was a certainly effective dose of virus by intracranial
injection.  Thus by mixing 0.1 cc. of the filtrate and 1.0 cc.  of serum,
incubating  at 37°C.  for a hour,  and keeping  at  +4°C.  overnight,  a
combination  is  obtained  suitable  for  injecting  four  rabbits.  The
control  animals  receive  an  equal  dose of a  similar mixture in  which
normal  rabbit  serum  replaces  the  serum  from  the  immune  rabbits.
The  actual  test was  carried  out by using  a  double  control  series
consisting  of  rabbits inoculated  first,  with  0.25  cc.  of  the virus sus-
pended  in  salt solution,  and second,  the same  amount of  virus  con-
tained in normal rabbit serum.  In both series fatal virus encephalitis
arose in all the inoculated  animals.
The mixture of virus and immune serum was injected intracranially
into series  of six  rabbits  all  of  which  remained  without  symptoms.
The  original  susceptibility  of the  rabbits  was  determined  4 months
later  by  means  of  an  intracranial  injection  of  active  virus  (brain)
to which they all succumbed.
In carrying  out the serum neutralization  tests the following crosses
.were made:  blood  from  a  true herpes infected  and  recovered  rabbit
(H.  F.  strain)  against  Levaditi  virus;  blood  from  an  encephalitic
(Levaditi)  infected and recovered  rabbit against the H. F.  virus;  and
blood from the encephalitis  (Levaditi)  rabbit against J.  B.  virus.  In
all instances neutralization  was effected.
Human  serum  is  irregular  in  its  action  on  all  the virus  strains.
Some  specimens  of  normal  human  serum  are  neutralizing;  many
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specimens  of  serum  from  recovered  cases  are  non-neutralizing. 9
Levaditi" has even reported a paradoxical  effect in which the human,
convalescent  serum  has promoted  rather  than prevented  the patho-
genic action of the virus.
The  interpretation  to  be  placed  upon  the  results  of  the  serum
neutralization  tests with rabbit and with human serums would appear
to be as follows:  Rabbits  which have  recovered  from  infection  with
the herpes and allied forms  of virus and are shown to be immune  to
intracranial injection  of the virus contain  neutralizing  substances  in
their  blood  serum for  the virus.  No regular  occurrence  of  similar
neutralizing substances has been shown for human blood serum.  The
conspicuous  absence of the substance from the convalescent  serum of
cases  of  epidemic  encephalitis  argues  against  that  disease  being
etiologically  connected with  one of  the allied  viruses.  It  is possible
that the occasional specimen  of neutralizing human serum has arisen
through the local or general  effects of the herpes  virus which  is  com-
monly present in man.
Comparison of Human and Rabbit Encephalitis.
So  much  has  been  written  on  the  symptomatic  and  histological
relationships of epidemic encephalitis  in man and virus encephalitis  in
the rabbit that it is worth while making a critical  comparison  of  the
two  conditions.  So  far as  microscopic  appearances are concerned  a
sufficient  description  of  the rabbit affection  has already  been given.2
A close comparison  of symptoms has  still to be made.
Since  encephalitis  is merely  another name  for inflammation  of the
brain it is obvious that the symptoms present will express merely the
parts of the brain affected.  In humans two main types of symptoms-
the  lethargic  and  the  kinetic-are  distinguished.  The  former  is
practically entirely wanting in  the rabbit, while the latter is the rule.
The ocular palsies  so  common  a symptom in man do not in our ex-
perience  occur in the rabbit.  Salivation, on the other hand, almost a
constant  symptom  in the rabbit  is quite  unknown in man;  and  the
11 Levaditi, C., and Harvier, P., Compt. rend. Soc. biol.,  1920,  lxxxiii,  385.  Le-
vaditi,  C., Ectodermoses  neurotropes.  Poliomyelite,  ene6phalite,  herpes,  Mono-
graphies de l'Institut  Pasteur,  Paris,  1922, 220.
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wild,  often rhythmical,  circling,  extending,  and somersaulting  move-
ments  so frequent in the rabbit have no real counterpart  in man.
Virus  encephalitis  in  the rabbit expresses  itself as an acute disease
from  which  recovery,  when  it  occurs,  is  complete.  The  ataxias,
common  as  acute  manifestation,  disappear  with  recovery.  Park-
insonian effects too may appear among the acute symptoms but they
also do not persist.  Nothing is, of course, known of psychotic effects
in the rabbit.  If  we  take as  a  basis  the scheme  of  symptoms  pre-
sented  for  man  by Reinhart"2  we  may  make  comparison  with  the
recognized symptoms in the rabbit with the following result.
Lethargic Type.
Man.  Rabbit.
Lethargy with ocular lesions fre-  Unknown.
quent.
Pontine and bulbar excitation or  Respiratory  irregularities,  convulsions,
paralysis.  salivation, lacrimation.
Paralysis  or  excitation  of  ex-  Reproduced or simulated.
tremities.
Hyperkinetic Type.
Motor  excitation  including  Reproduced or simulated.
chorea,  hiccough,  etc.
Unknown.  General muscular  circling  and  extending
movements, somersaulting, etc.
Parkinsonian  Type.





Mild general symptoms; fleeting  Former reproduced;  latter unknown.
ocular disturbances.
Chronic Type.
Varied and common.  Unknown.
Consideration  of  the  above  tabulation  would  seem  to  bring  out
merely  that  in  each  species  the  local  effects  of  the  inflammation-
12 Reinhart, A., Ergebn. inn. Med. u. Kinderheilk., 1922,  xxii,  245.
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inducing  agent  is  expressed  in  the  symptoms  without  in any  way
indicating  the nature of  the agent itself.  It  is known certainly  that
the  active  agent in  the rabbit is a virus; the corresponding  substance
in man is unestablished.  The nature of the response in the two species
to  infection  is different:  the rabbit usually succumbs  to the  inflam-
mation but when  recovery occurs it is complete.  The  fatalities are
fewer in man but residual  effects are common.  It  does  not therefore
appear that, either on the grounds of etiology or of clinical  symptoms,
virus encephalitis in the rabbit is to be closely identified with epidemic
encephalitis in man.
SUMMARY.
Mild  strains  of  the  virus  of  herpes  are  described  the  action  of
which tends  to be confined  and local.  Unless,  therefore,  these mild
strains  are  injected  intracranially  they  do  not  tend  to  produce
virus encephalitis in the rabbit.
Recovery  from infection with the mild strains confers immunity to
virulent strains of the herpes and allied viruses.
Long glycerolation  reduces the number of viable organisms.  This
loss among  the mild  strains  may reduce  the virus below the strength
required  for  an effective  extracranial  although not below the strength
needed  for an intracranial  inoculation.
Herpes  virus  carriage  in man,  even  under  highly favorable condi-
tions,  is  difficult  of detection by means  of  rabbit  inoculation.  The
detection  may be achieved by intracranial  when it cannot be accom-
plished  by intracorneal  inoculation.
The virus producing encephalitis  in the rabbit attaches itself chiefly
to  and  multiplies  in  the  substance  of  the  central  nervous  system.
Hence  its detection in the cerebrospinal  fluid is rarely accomplished.
When the inoculation of the virus is made intracranially and especially
when  the  inoculum  is  composed  of active  brain  tissue,  the  virus  is
discoverable  in  the  cerebrospinal  fluid  by  rabbit  inoculation  much
more frequently  than when  the virus  encephalitis  follows  an  extra-
cranial variety of infection.
The herpes virus is capable of excretion by the kidney of the rabbit
and of being detected in the urine by rabbit inoculation.
Among  the rarer symptoms of virus encephalitis  is excessive lacri-
mation.  While  salivation  is frequent,  lacrimation is exceptional.
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A comparison  of the Levaditi,  Doerr,  and  Goodpasture  strains of
virus indicates  the first to  be of medium, the second of mild, and the
third  of  high  degree  of  neurotropic  activity.  The  Doerr  strain
resembles  the  mild  herpes  strains  described  in  this  paper.  The
Goodpasture virus, while exceeding the Levaditi  strain  in affinity  for
the  central  nervous  system,  falls  below  the  H.  F.  strain  in  this
regard.
Neutralization  of  virus  by  the  serum  of  infected  and  recovered
rabbits  takes  place  regularly  within  certain  quantitative  limits.
Neutralization  with human  serum  is  inconstant  and  capricious  and
without  demonstrable  relation  to  previous  attacks  of  epidemic
encephalitis.
Comparison  of  the  clinical  types  of  encephalitis  as presented  by
the epidemic  variety  in man and  the experimental  virus  variety  in
rabbits  brings  out  certain  correspondences  and  certain  differences.
It is only in partial and essentially  superficial  aspects  that  the  two
diseases  can be identified one with the other.
We desire  to thank  Mr.  Peter Haselbauer  for valuable  assistance
in carrying out the large number of experiments  on which  this series
of papers  is based.
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